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Abstract. We present star-fish, a focus+context approach to visualizing
federations of large repositories that is based on the notion of starfields and is
enhanced by functionality that allows users to keep track of the context of
objects of their interest. This is accomplished through successive refinements of
starfield representations in which areas of interest are magnified whereas
surrounding areas are minimized, in the way of fisheye views. The resulting
interface also makes use of iconic representations in starfields for differing
types of collections, as well as colored variants for representing the institutions
that hold the collections. The approach has been implemented on top a
federation of digital libraries enabled by the OAI-PMH protocol.
Keywords: Visualization, digital libraries, starfields, fisheye, star-fish, focus +
context techniques.

1 Introduction
Digital libraries that provide rich environments for accessing and generating
knowledge continue to be constructed and are having an impact on a wide range of
activities. The construction of digital libraries has involved very diverse techniques,
as well as highly heterogeneous hardware and software platforms. Even though access
to the resulting repositories and associated services and user interfaces are often
intended to be open to wide user communities, utilizing resources from multiple
digital libraries remains a challenge, as the diversity involved in their construction is
imbued into their access mechanisms. Networks and federations of digital libraries
have been proposed as means for users to find resources in a more uniform fashion.
Thus, for example, the Open Archives Initiative (OAI)1 has produced a Protocol for
Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH), which to date has been adopted by more than 650
data providers worldwide2 to share their collections and allow for federated search of
resources.
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Open Archives Initiative, http://www.openarchives.org.
OAI list of registered data providers: http://www.openarchives.org/Register/BrowseSites.

Though progress in information retrieval models and techniques has made it
possible for users to find specific resources with significant precision, browsing very
large collections and browsing large result sets from search operations still require
further research. In particular, the design of interfaces for simultaneously browsing
multiple collections, even those available through federation mechanisms, is an open
area for research.
We have been working on the construction of a network of digital libraries
involving collections and services in various geographically distributed institutions. In
this context, we are developing uniform interfaces for all the repositories in the
network, which has motivated our exploration of visualization techniques as an
alternative towards that goal.
In this paper we present an approach to building user interfaces which is based on
information visualization techniques. We propose a combination of starfields, as
introduced in the area of visual information seeking [1], with fisheye views, a wellknown focus-plus-context technique. We also address issues in the use of starfields
for visualizing large collections that have been derived from observations in previous
work. We use the term star-fish to refer to the resulting visualization technique, which
has been demonstrated via a prototypical interface for browsing collections in
federated digital libraries.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of the
techniques utilized in our approach, as well as a discussion of related work. Section 3
describes our proposed interface design for visualizing and accessing collections in
federated digital libraries. Section 4 presents the context of an actual federation of
digital libraries and describes the prototypical implementation of our proposed
visualization interface. Section 5 discusses preliminary evaluation results and Section
6 provides an overview of ongoing and future work.

2 Related Work
“Starfields” map large information spaces to a two-dimensional grid, in which small
dots stand for elements that exhibit attributes that are mapped to the horizontal and
vertical axes. Starfield-based interfaces were first introduced at the University of
Maryland’s Human-Computer Interaction Lab and were applied to seeking
information in domains such as real estate databases or movie collections [1, 2].
In our own previous work, we have applied the notion of starfields to the
exploration and analysis of collections and also have studied their applicability for
large-scale digital libraries [3]. We also have observed users in studies from which a
number of design implications have been derived for improving the usability of
starfields for the visualization of large collections [4].
Fisheye views rely on a distorted graph that places the main point of interest in an
information space as the focus, which is magnified and shown in detail. Less relevant
information elements appear slightly compressed further away from the focus, thus
providing context for the viewer. Fisheye views were formally defined and their
applicability to interface design first discussed by Furnas [5, 6]. They have been
applied widely to interfaces for large information spaces and have become part of a

number of interface construction toolkits (e.g. [7]). An application of fisheye views
that has influenced our approach is FishCal [8], which provides a focus+context
interface for calendars on small displays.
Cluttered representations of information spaces using starfields are typically dealt
with by applying various filtering mechanisms in such a way that the number of dots
is reduced to a manageable number. For very large information spaces, such as vast
digital library collections, filtering may become cumbersome for the user. Thus, in
our implementation of starfields, we added the option of zooming in to and out from
particular areas of the information space. Whereas this facilitated browsing and
analysis of specific regions, users did experience problems to keep track of the
context of the elements in which they were interested.
The problems of maintaining the context while browsing portions of very large
information spaces also have been addressed by other researchers in the visualization
community. Interfaces based on the placement of “tiles” of varying sizes were
proposed by Bjork [9], with the aim to facilitate hierarchical browsing. Similarly,
Pook et al. [10] rely on “history layers” that assist the user in determining the path
followed when finding specific items.
As discussed in the following section, our approach combines both starfields and
fisheye views for the case of multiple collections that are integrated into a single
visualization interface.

3 Star-fish: A Starfield+Fisheye Visualization Interface
Our proposed approach for visualizing federated collections builds on our earlier
work, which we describe here briefly prior to discussing design issues.
3.1 Base Work
As mentioned earlier, in our previous work we applied the notion of starfields to the
visualization of large, centralized collections. A version of this interface, termed
EVA2D [3, 4] is being used for the visualization of an online catalog for a library that
holds more than 230,000 books.3 Figure 1 illustrates the main interface offered by
EVA2D, with books represented by dots at the intersection of their year of publication
and main subject (horizontal and vertical axis, respectively). When the cursor is
positioned over one of the dots, the corresponding catalog entry is displayed. Books
included on the starfield are filtered in or out by using the sliders (or “zoom bars”)
presented along with each axis or on the panel on the right. Alternatively, a
magnifying glass can be used to zoom in to an area of the display, which is equivalent
to simultaneously adjust both the horizontal and vertical axes.
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EVA2D is one of the services offered for visual exploration at http://ciria.udlap.mx.

Figure 1. Starfield-based interface for an online library catalog.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate how the user selects an area with the magnifying glass
facility and is presented with a more specific starfield. Figure 3 also illustrates the
case when more than one book occurs at a given intersection. In the figure, the cursor
was positioned over a dot that stands for four books. Their catalog entries are
displayed successively upon request on the bottom right panel. In each of these
figures, the two horizontal bars at the bottom indicate the number of items represented
by the starfield and the number of items that are selected at some point in time.

Figure 2. Delimiting a focus area of the starfield.

Figure 3. Starfield after zooming-in operation.
3.2 Design Issues
Our observation of actual users exploring collections via this interface has led us to
establish a number of issues to be considered in the design of new starfield interfaces
[4]. Four salient issues are the following:
•

•

•
•

Cues are needed to indicate when a dot in the starfield stands for more
than one item. In the example illustrated in Figure 3, the user only
discovers that there are several books with exactly the same subject and
year of publication until a dot is clicked upon.
Users find it necessary to maintain contextual information once they start
exploring a starfield region. Oftentimes, users had to back up after
zooming in so they could place specific items in context. Suggestions in
this respect include fisheye views, animated transitions, thumbnail maps,
and “hand” tools for panning of zoomed-in starfields.
An alternative representation is needed for zoom bars, as they are often
expected to behave as scroll bars, to which they resemble significantly.
Starfield-based interfaces must be highly responsive in order to avoid user
errors when interpreting events occurring during the interaction. This
should be pondered when considering animation options that would
provide contextual hints.

Moreover, interfaces for collections in federated digital libraries face a number of
challenges. Among other issues, the following must be taken into consideration:
•

Objects in collections are stored in different servers, organizations or
institutions

•
•

•

•

Collections are managed by using diverse database management systems and
other information retrieval tools
Objects in digital collections belong in diverse categories, which include, for
example, theses, journals, magazines, books, archived documents, learning
objects and multimedia objects
There may be a considerable overlap among the collections along various
attributes: objects in different collections may refer to the same time period,
the same topics, may have been produced by the same author, and so on.
More often than not, users are interested in objects related to specific
attributes (such as topic or author) regardless of the collection from which
they come.

3.3 The Star-fish Interface
Based upon the aforementioned issues, requirements and suggestions, and
motivated by the need for a uniform interface for our networked digital libraries, we
set out to develop an enhanced environment for information visualization. Figures 4
and 5 illustrate the main features of the proposed star-fish interface as applied to
various collections.

Figure 4. An initial star-fish interface for multiple collections.
The main component of the star-fish interface is a starfield grid to which all items
in the participating digital collections are mapped. The main axes will refer to
collection attributes as selected by the user. In Figure 4, for example, the x-axis refers
to the date of publication, whereas the y-axis refers to an alphabetical ordering by
title. In order to address the issues raised in the previous section, several changes have
been introduced into the starfield representation. First, different small polygons are

used instead of indistinguishable “dots” to indicate the kind of information elements
represented on the starfield. Thus, for example, small circles may refer to digital
theses, triangles may stand for digitized ancient books, whereas diamonds may
represent e-journals. Squares are used if more than one kind of object occurs at a
specific intersection. Additionally, polygons are colored according to the institution
that owns or manages the collection. In Figure 4, red, blue and green triangles may
indicate, for instance, collections of digitized ancient books held by three different
participating digital libraries.

Figure 5. A star-fish interface showing fisheye magnification.
Figure 5 illustrates the main feature that star-fish interfaces add to the interaction
with starfields: When the user clicks on an item on the grid, an area around that item
is brought to the forefront with increased detail whereas the surrounding areas are
compressed and their elements displayed to maintain the context of the current
selection. In order to promote the user’s awareness of this transformation, the
magnified area is highlighted and the labels that indicate the intervals on the x- and yaxis are adjusted accordingly. Positioning the cursor on any of the items on the grid
will bring up the metadata associated with the item, whereas clicking on the item will
take the user to the item in the actual digital collection.

4 Prototypical Implementation
We have produced a prototypical implementation of a star-fish interface especially
tuned for the collections managed by the institutions that participate in our Open
Network of Digital Libraries (ONeDL, http://www.onedl.org.mx). ONeDL, also
referred to as RABiD (http://www.rabid.org.mx) after its initials in Spanish, is a

cooperation network created to promote sharing and development of digital library
resources with emphasis on open technologies. Whenever possible, ONeDL
participants guarantee open access to collections and share their developments under
open source licenses. The network was established in mid-2006 with nine participants
and is open to all interested parties. At the time of this writing, ONeDL comprises 15
members.
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Figure 6. General architecture for the application of star-fish visualization.

4.1 Overall Architecture
In the context of ONeDL/RABiD, our star-fish interface was designed to provide
uniform access to all participating collections, which are loosely federated by means
of servers that expose metadata under the OAI-PMH protocol, thus becoming data
providers for the Open Archives Initiative (OAI). As defined by OAI, all data
providers are expected to offer metadata in conformance with at least the Dublin
Core4 standard.
Figure 6 illustrates the general architecture of our prototypical implementation.
Metadata to be presented on the interface is periodically harvested from participating
collections and a working integrated database is created and updated regularly. Preprocessing of the federation’s metadata, which includes mapping of attributes to
starfield coordinates, allows for expediting the dynamic construction of the starfield
and the fisheye views at interaction time.
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In order to address issues related to performance and responsiveness, we opted for
relying on the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) specification5 for implementing the
rendering component. In contrast to EVA2D, which was implemented as a Java
applet, our star-fish prototype operates directly on a web browser, with rapid
transitions between an overview level and fisheye views.

4.2 Actual Scenario
Figure 7 shows an actual scenario that exemplifies how star-fish interfaces are used to
provide uniform, integrated access to collections in our ONeDL/RABiD federation.
Three institutions are included and identified by their acronyms: UAEH (blue),
UDLAP (green) and USON (red). Both UDLAP and UAEH hold theses (circles) and
ancient books (triangles), whereas USON participates only with ancient books
(triangles). Brown squares indicate multiple occurrences and multiple item categories.
The user has selected an area between the years 1700 and 1800, so mostly ancient
books are magnified, whereas contemporary collections (such as digital theses) are
squeezed to the right. A specific book has been selected, its metadata is being
displayed on the left panel and its actual pages have been retrieved from its server at
USON.

Figure 7. Using a star-fish interface for visualizing federated digital libraries.
As observed in the figure, not only the star-fish interface provides simultaneous
access to collections in the federation, but it also facilitates to identify and to discover
relationships among elements in distributed collections that would not be evident
otherwise.
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5 Evaluation
A public version of our star-fish visualization interface is scheduled for the upcoming
Fall Semester. At the current stage, we have conducted preliminary tests and (mostly
formative) studies with potential users. Although the results are encouraging, we are
still designing formal usability studies to settle on general interface features and
functionality. Initial feedback indicates that users find our star-fish notion intuitive
and helpful for exploring a network of digital libraries. Users have been able to easily
identify the types of collections and the source institutions based on the graphical
representation of these aspects in the starfield. They have also been able to filter
collections by using the checkboxes provided to this effect, although some confusion
arose regarding whether a checked box implied inclusion or exclusion of the
corresponding collection.
Overall, our star-fish approach to information visualization addresses the issues
discussed in Section 3.2. In particular, our implementation uses colored polygons to
provide new cues to help users identify multiple item occurrences; fisheye views
provide context for items or areas of interest; and the SVG scripting language enables
a highly responsive interface. An issue that still needs further work is the
representation of zoom bars, which will be included in the final version of the
interface.

6 Ongoing and Future Work
We currently are working on the incorporation of additional metadata servers as part
of our ONeDL/RABiD network. For instance, we soon will be adding a collection of
open access journals comprising more than 60,000 refereed papers, as well as more
theses collections from network members. We expect this richer and more diverse
scenario will make it possible to assess more fully the potential of star-fish
visualization and information seeking. The interface will be made publicly available
and network members in particular are expected to be very active at exploring its
potential and providing feedback, which will be used for rapidly producing more
complete implementations. An area of particular interest is the mapping of Dublin
Core attributes, as well as attributes in other metadata standards, to the main axes of
the starfield representation.
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